
4/15/78 
Dear Bezel, 

Thanks you very much for your note of the 7th and the cassettev of the 
BBC MLK special program. I look forward to listening to it. Now I listen to 
taces when the weather keeps me in and I use the exercycle to promote the 
impeded circulation. And I particularly welcome tapes worth listening tc. 

in this case I have an added interest. That crew looked me up the day it 
got to the US. They were nice people so I hope they did a good show. 

I am aware of tie fact of the JFK show but know nothing about what is in it. 
I understand they have different BBC and US versions. 

I met part of that crew— not Summers. The others were Americans. 
Yes, I d appreciate some but not all other tapes. I do not have time to 

listen to a rehashing of what I know in broadcasts of that nature but I do have 
an interest for archival values for such chows as these two, wherever they may 
have been aired. 

My records are all going to wind up at the Univ. Wisconsin. Stevens A'oint 
branch, so when I've heard tapes and have no further need I send them along so 
they can be available to others who may have an interest. 

This is to say they will be of value to other than me, those you are 
kind enough to send. 

You ask about my health. I guess it is as good as I can expect. I 
manage to work a full day every day although compared to what I was 1  am 
limited physically. No pains. 

I am interested in the Epsteinker and his special Legend if you see or 
hear anything. It is indistinguishable from a spook black book. I've heard that 
he was interviewed by the Times of London or they carried some special arti- 
cles. If you can spare copies they can be os value. 

Thanks and best to you all, 

sincerely, 

x. 



7th April, l97$. 

Dear #arold, 

Hope you are well? 

Its all happening here..my front page mention has brought in a 

deluge of mail. And Aunty BBC has drawn aside her lace curtains to show 

us two assassination specials, the Tony Summers one on JFK, and then, on 

Monday, MLK. I usually send recordings to friends, and for some reason, 

have not sent any to you..I'm sending MLK now, andif you're interested, 

I will send JFK..plus others I've recorded, or had recorded for me, from 

here to Australial..recordings of anti-Warren prgrams, that is 

Take care, and all the best to both of you. 


